
WHAT ARE DRUMSONGS? 
DrumSongs are acoustic drum tracks that 
you can use for practicing your instrument, 
teaching students, or just jamming along. 
These are Royalty Free, meaning you can use 
DrumSongs in your writing sessions, demos, 
and even your album release. I just ask that 
you give credit as "Drums by 
www.darrellnutt.com."  
 
I choose a style of music for DrumSongs 
based on my 30+ years of being a studio and 
live performance drummer. Each DrumSong 
has multiple song sections like: Intro, Intro 
Big, Verse, Pre-Chorus, Chorus, Bridge, Fill, 
Breakdown, Solo, Vamp, Outro, Ending, etc. 
These song section vary from song to song. 

Each DrumSong purchase comes with a 
Stereo Mixed WAV file (without the click 
track), and all individual mono multi-track 
mic channels for you to mix in your DAW. 
 
All files are 24bit / 44.1 kHz.

STEREO MIXED WAV FILE 
The STEREO MIXED WAV file is a mixed down 
version of the Multi-track DRUMSONG and is 
recorded at 24bit / 44.1 kHz with NO Click 
Track in the mix, unlike the YouTube versions. 
You can use it to practice, teach or even in 
your own demos and songs.The mix down I 
did for this STEREO MIXED WAV is my 
estimate of how the DRUMSONG should 
sound. There are many factors to a final mix 
and mixes are subjective. If you want more 
control over the DRUMSONG mix then the 
ALL WAV Multi-Tracks are best for you. 

ALL WAV MULTI-TRACKS 
The ALL WAV Multi-tracks are individual 
audio files of the microphone channels used 
to capture the DRUMSONG performance. The 
Click Track is also included for convenience. 
 
This format allows you to mix the loops as you 
wish in your DAW because you can have 
control over volume, add effects and 
dynamics of the individual DRUMSONG 
tracks. 

EVERY DRUMSONG COMES WITH THESE 
INDIVIDUAL MIC CHANNEL MULTI-TRACKS: 

1. Kick Drum Mic Inside 
2. Sub Kick Drum Mic Outside 
3. Snare Top Mic 
4. Snare Bottom Mic 
5. Tom 1 Mic 
6. Tom 2 Mic 
7. Tom 3 Mic 
8. Hi Hat Mic 
9. Ride Mic 
10. Overhead Mic Left 
11. Overhead Mic Right 
12. Room Mic Left 
13. Room Mic Right 
14. Parallel Compression Left  
15. Parallel Compression Right 
16. Mono Lofi FX Mic 
17. Click Track 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS - Darrell Nutt sounds and loop products may only be used pursuant to the terms and conditions enforced by darrellnutt.com. 
By purchasing products sold under darrellnutt.com, you automatically become bound to the terms of the License Agreement: 

All sounds and/or sample packs purchased from darrellnutt.com are licensed, not sold, to you by darrellnutt.com. Darrell Nutt is the exclusive copyright 
holder and licensor of all sounds and/or sample packs purchased from darrellnutt.com websites. By purchasing sounds from darrellnutt.com you are 
granted a non-exclusive right/license to incorporate Darrell Nutt’s sounds in sync and within audio, visual, or multimedia productions and compositions. 
Audio, visual, and multimedia productions and compositions that qualify include film productions, television programs, radio/tv advertisements, website 
media, video game production, business presentations, album productions, artist promotions, and soundtracks – royalty free. However, Darrell Nutt 
products cannot be used in any productions or compositions for any sound and/or sample packs whatsoever. 

Following these guidelines entitles you, the licensee, to use Darrell Nutt sounds and/or sample packs without additional royalties, license fees, or any other 
fees due to Darrell Nutt. You may not distribute, sell, rent, lease, sublicense, assign, or otherwise transfer any of Darrell Nutt’s sounds except as 
incorporated in an audio, visual, or multimedia production. You may not distribute Darrell Nutt’s sounds, either in native format or reformatted, filtered, re-
synthesized or otherwise edited, for use as sounds, multi-sounds, samples, multi-samples, programs or patches in a sampler, sample playback unit, 

website, compact disc, DVD, or computer. You may not distribute Darrell Nutt’s sounds independently of an audio, visual, or multimedia production. 
Additionally, you may not use Darrell Nutt’s sound/loop products for the promotion and/or production of any competing products or services. 
 
All publications authored and written by Darrell Nutt including, but not limited to, music production tips & techniques articles, music production ebooks, and 
music production tutorial videos are the exclusive copyrighted properties of darrellnutt.com. If you are interested in re-publishing or distributing 
darrellnutt.com music production publications, you must contact Darrell Nutt in writing to request Copyright Clearance for any and all darrellnutt.com 
publications before re-publishing rights may be granted. 

As a purchaser of product and bound to darrellnutt.com Terms, you agree all information you provide to darrellnutt.com is completely accurate. You will not 
disclose access codes or passwords used in accessing any area of the darrellnutt.com website to any other party and will respect Darrell Nutt’s brand by 
truthfully holding such information as exclusive and confidential. You agree to exercise due diligence and maintain strict safeguards on all sound libraries 
purchased from darrellnutt.com to prevent unauthorized use or distribution thereof. If you become aware of any unauthorized use or distribution of 
darrellnutt.com property, you shall immediately notify Darrell Nutt via email at darrellnutt@gmail.com. 

ACOUSTIC DRUM SONGS | 24 BIT | 44.1 KHZ | STEREO MIXED WAV & ALL WAV MULTI-TRACKS 
100% ROYALTY FREE | WORKS WITH ANY DAW 

ALL CONTENT CREATED AND  PERFORMED BY DARRELL NUTT

DrumSongs

VISIT WWW.DARRELLNUTT.COM FOR MORE SAMPLES, LOOPS AND DRUM TRACKS 

SUBSCRIBE AT YOUTUBE.COM/DARRELLNUTT.

“My name is Darrell Nutt and I’ve been playing and recording drums for over 30 years!  
I hope you can use my DrumSong and I hope you come back for more!”

FULL ACOUSTIC DRUM SONGS • STEREO & MULTI-TRACKS

http://darrellnutt.com
https://www.youtube.com/darrellnutt?sub_confirmation=1
http://WWW.DARRELLNUTT.COM
https://www.youtube.com/darrellnutt?sub_confirmation=1

